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From the Principal
On Friday evening I attended the 2017 Pierre de Coubertin Awards. I would like to acknowledge Jasmine Elkin who
was the Diamond Valley College recipient of this award. Her dedication to her Year 12 studies while managing an
extraordinary training schedule for gymnastics is worthy of recognition.
While Jasmine’s personal achievements need to be recognised I would like our community to consider the guiding
principles of this award. Pierre de Coubertin was the founder of the modern Olympic Games and these awards aim to
recognise students from all schools who demonstrate attributes consistent with the fundamental aims of the Olympic
movement, with a particular emphasis in participation and commendable sporting behaviour.
With over 170 students acknowledged at these awards, many had represented their school or sporting association at
state and national levels. Others however were acknowledged for the leadership they demonstrated or more importantly
the eagerness to participate in all aspects of sport within their school.
Pierre de Coubertin’s inspiring message reminds us that “ the most important thing in the Olympics is not to win but to
take part. Just as the most important thing in life is not the triumph but the struggle”.
It has been highlighted in the past few weeks how much a student’s choices can impact on themselves, their family and
the college. I often discuss with our students the importance of making good choices and being courageous in saying
no to peers who are trying to influence their decision making in a negative way. It is difficult being a teenager at times,
and acceptance by peers is so important. It can be tough to say no, when all you want to do is fit in. I ask that as parents
you keep having conversations at home about the importance of
holding true to your families values and the values of the college.
It might be difficult to go a different path to a friendship group or
to be a lone voice that says no this is not right but in the end our
students need to choose what sort of person they want to be.
It is important that you let us know of your concerns, we will
follow up when issues that impact on our students are raised and
when the decisions they are making are placing them at risk.
Anonymous letters and phone calls are not sufficient to protect
those who are risk taking. We need to work together, trust each
other and keep our young people safe. Call our coordinators or
one of the principal team to discuss rumours you have heard,
encourage your children to come to us with things they are
worried about. We need to be on the same page to support one
another. I don't want our students to be ones that stand by and
watch as others make poor choices. I want them to have a voice
and know that they will be listened to. Together we can continue
to make this happen, as a community.
It has been a long term and students and staff will be looking
forward to a well deserved break. I wish everyone a safe and
relaxing holidays and look forward to seeing you in term three.
Pierre de Coubertin Award winner Jasmine

Elkin with Allison

Allison Bennett
Principal
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DVC IS RAISING FUNDS - HERE’S HOW YOU CAN HELP
Please help us to raise funds for the college
I recently posted on compass that we have been included in Diamond Creek Rotary clubs Great Community Raffle. This
a wonderful opportunity to raise funds for the college that could assist with the purchase of equipment for our students.
The difference between this raffle and other fundraisers is that every cent raised comes to the college! If every family in
the Diamond Valley College community sold one book of ten tickets for $20 we would raise $10,000. This is
fundraising that we have never been able to do and is too good an opportunity to pass up.
So please consider helping us. For $2.00 a ticket the first prize of a Volkswagen Polo and the second prize a Suzuki
Ignis are really appealing.
Please send your child to the general office to collect a book of tickets or contact Rachel Psaila in the general office and
she will pass a book of tickets on to your child to bring home. It would be great if every family could participate.
Allison

YEAR 11 EXCURSION - NGV TOP ARTS EXHIBITION
On Wednesday 21 June, the Year 11 art class travelled into the city to visit the Top Arts 2017 exhibition at the National
Gallery of Victoria. The exhibition features top work from art students who completed Units 3&4 in both Art and Studio
Art. The students featured all took great care and dedication in completing their
work.
What many of us found intriguing was the level of creativity that these students
possess. Being able to brainstorm such interesting and innovative ideas is
something we all aspire to do, moving forward in our art studies. We also found
interest in the meanings and messages behind the student artworks and how they
can be interpreted. Many artworks expressed identity, current events and
environmental issues. This all gave us ideas of how we can improve in our own
work, ways to move forward into Unit 2 and ways to structure and refine our
artworks. As well as this, we got to view the folios of some students which
allowed us to understand the process behind our annotations and
structuring our folios.
At the end of our time at the exhibition each of us had the
opportunity to vote for the student they believed to have
produced the most meaningful and refined artwork. The student
who receives the most votes, wins $1500.
After the exhibition we all went to Melbourne Central, had
lunch then caught the train back to Diamond Creek. Thank you
to Isaac and Selina for organising the excursion.
Nathen Polemikos & Tishara Harper YEAR 11 ART
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VCAL
The VCAL students have been working really hard this term on The Lone Pine Project at Ellis Cottage. Photos courtesy
of the Nillumbik Historical Society.
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JUNIOR SUB-SCHOOL AWARDS
This week it has been a great pleasure for the coordinators to present Academic Excellence and Commitment to Study
Awards to Year 7, 8 & 9. These Awards have been presented for semester length subjects only as students will not be
continuing with the subject next semester. Students who received these awards should be very proud of their achievements.
They have worked consistently and diligently in their subjects to attain excellent results.
The following students received Awards:
Adam
Grace
Pauline
Lahni
Jacob
Matthew
Zara
Jamisyn
Alisha
Declan
Jenna
Poppy
Guy
Vanessa
Kaden
Jordan
April
Blake
Billy
Jack
Georgia
Jorja
Barbara

Hogg
Mansfield
Delos Reyes
Franks
Lewis
O'Gorman
Stephenson
Di Benedetto
Goldspink
O'Connor
Sharp
Strickland
Breaden
Cristea
Drew
Gardner
Jones
Karakaltchev
Lovett
Marasco
Neophytou
Raus
Rodriguez

Riley
Smyth
Kira
Wingrave
Cameron Coucill
Mia
Green
Ryan
Hogg
Adele
Modonesi
Lachlan Nash
Chloe
Poulter
Mia
Warren
Mitchell Ayton
Benjamin Chambers
Kaine
Fraser
Carly
Kruger
Molly
Maddox
Jack
Marriott
Elysia
Modonesi
Aiden
Sykes
Elly
Synan
Isabella Tosevska
Rowan Weight
Kylah
Bullock
Jeorgia Darroch
Aiden
Dollimore

Nikolas
Trinity
Tara
Isabella
Myron
Shelby
Jemma
Tom
Oscar
Ainsley
Madison
Jordan
Lily
Willow
Isaac
Elise
Eden
Charles
Isabella
Molly
Katelyn
Lauren
Jessica

Easy
Eygelaar
Jones
Mijatovic
Mitchell
Purcell
Sheppard
Stewart
Clarkson
Cronin-Sporys
Goldspink
Henderson
Horn
McFadzean
Murphy-Atkinson
Reuter
West
Willman
Cooper
Crompton-Guard
Dempsey
Duke
Dunt

Tiarna Green
Shaylan Hollis
Amelia Sharp
Lauren Treloar
Brock
Ongarello
Bethany Reading
Ella-Grace Strapp
Tara
Carstairs
Maureen Delos Reyes
Jacob
Gambin
Ruari
Harper
Sabine Hicks
Liam
Homewood
Rhiannon Pfeiffer
Jesse
Smith
Isabella Sneddon
Justin
Thuys
Anjali
Watson

ITALIAN
ITALIAN EXCURSION TO CARLTON ON TUESDAY 20 JUNE
Martedì siamo andate a Lygon Street con la nostra classe di italiano per visitare il COASIT e pranzare insieme. Abbiamo
preso il treno alle 8,30 e ci siamo ritrovate con gli altri a Melbourne Central per poi incamminarci verso Lygon Street con
Rosa. Per strada ci siamo fermati a prendere un caffè da Brunetti, ovviamente tutti abbiamo ordinato un caffè italiano. A
mezzogiorno, dopo la visita al COASIT, abbiamo pranzato al Cafè Notturno, un locale caratteristico di Carlton. Abbiamo
avuto così la possibilità di assaggiare diversi piatti tipici. Grazie Rosa per questa bellissima giornata!
Indi e Tishara
English Translation
On Tuesday we went to Lygon St with our Italian class to visit COASIT and have lunch together. We caught the train to
Melbourne Central at 8:30 and met up with the other students on the way. We then walked to Lygon St with Rosa. On our
way we stopped at Brunetti's to have a coffee. Of course, all of us ordered an Italian coffee. Once our visit at COASIT was
done, at 12 o'clock we had an Italian lunch at Cafè Notturno, a traditional place in Carlton. There we had the opportunity to
taste some delicious food.
Thank you Rosa for this wonderful trip!
By Indi and Tishara

It was really wonderful to see the VCE students talking in
Italian and having an opportunity to order their food in
Italian.

ROSE MARASCO
ITALIAN DOMAIN LEADER
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MUSIC
Congratulations to all Instrumental Music students on an outstanding Semester one. All the hard work we’ve been
putting in culminated in a fantastic Performing Arts Night on Wednesday 14 June. We featured the Percussion
Ensemble, Junior Band, Concert Band and Jazz Band on this night and got some wonderful feedback from our family
and friends! Next semester will see more of these nights in a slightly different format, focusing on one ensemble each
time. Enjoy the break and practice hard for an exciting Semester Two.

Congratulations to Kylah Bullock and Amelia Sharp for achieving
an outstanding result of a Pass with Honours (A) on their grade 1
and 2 Piano exams respectively. A fantastic effort girls, well
done!

IMPORTANT COLLEGE DATES
Term 3 2017
17 July
27 July
27 July
24 August
1 Sept
14 Sept
22 Sept

First Day Term 3
Year 9 Careers Day
Australian Maths Competition
Year 12 (Units 3&4) Parent Teacher Interviews
Year 8 Snow Trip
Year 7-11 Parent Teacher Interviews
Last Day Term 3
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TOURNAMENT OF MINDS

Are you CREATIVE, COOPERATIVE, a good TEAM PLAYER, ORGANISED,
have CRITICAL and CREATIVE THINKING skills, are CONFIDENT, CURIOUS,
a good COMMUNICATOR, enjoy RESEARCH, WRITING and DRAMA??

THEN WE WANT YOU!!
This year Diamond Valley College will be entering a team of 7 students into the Tournament of the
Minds. We are looking for inquisitive, dedicated and creative students from years 7 to 9 to participate.
Teams are required to solve 2 demanding, open-ended CHALLENGES - a Long Team Challenge
(6 weeks) and a Spontaneous Challenge (10 minutes).
Both Challenges are presented on TOURNAMENT DAY which will be the weekend of
26-27 August 2017 at Latrobe University Bundoora.
Please register your interest and any questions to Eva Dean. There will be a short information
meeting held on Monday 19th at Lunchtime in A2.
Tournament of Minds is a problem solving program for teams of students from both primary and
secondary years. They are required to solve demanding, open-ended challenges from one of the
following disciplines:

•

Science Technology

•

Engineering Mathematics

•

Social Sciences

•

Language Literature

Tournament of Minds is an opportunity for students with a passion for learning and problem solving to
demonstrate their skills and talents in an exciting, vibrant and public way.
Tournament of Minds has been one of the fastest growing national inter-school programs to challenge
the youth of Australia and is now expanding internationally. It provides for the ever-increasing demand
for sophisticated, educational opportunities. The rapidly increasing and widespread involvement of
thousands of participants throughout Australia and internationally, demonstrates that Tournament of
Minds is not only a worthwhile investment in the education of our youth, but is also an integral part of
our collective future.
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LIBRARY NEWS
Check out these New Titles
Still Life With Tornado by A.S. King
Sixteen-year-old Sarah can no longer draw. Not a pear, not her own hand. It’s a problem, because as long as she
can remember, she has ‘made the art’. She might be having an existential crisis- why else is she suddenly running
into past and future versions of herself as she skips school to wander the urban ruins of Philadelphia? Or maybe
she’s finally waking up to the tornado that six years ago sent her once-beloved older brother flying across the
country for a reason she can’t quite recall. After decades of staying together ‘for the kids’ and building a family
on a foundation of lies and domestic violence, Sarah’s parents have reached the end. As Sarah herself often observes, nothing about her pain is remotely original – and yet it still hurts. Heartbreaking yet hopeful, this is a vivid
portrait of survival and resurgence that will linger with readers long after the last page.

Spellbook of the Lost and Found by Moira Fowley-Doyle
One stormy summer night, Olive and her best friend, Rose, begin to lose things. It starts with simple items like
hair clips and jewellery, but soon it’s clear that Rose has lost something bigger, something she won’t talk about.
Then Olive meets three wild, mysterious strangers: Ivy, Hazel and Rowan. Like Rose, they’re mourning
losses- and holding tight to secrets. When they discover the ancient spellbook, full of hand-inked charms to
conjure back lost things, they realize it might be their chance to set everything right. Unless it’s leading them
towards secrets that were never meant to be found…

The Fall by Tristan Bancks
In the middle of the night, Sam is woken by angry voices from the apartment above. He goes to the window to see
what’s happening – only to hear a struggle, and see a body fall from the sixth-floor balcony. Pushed, Sam thinks.
Sam goes to wake his father, Harry, a crime reporter, but Harry is gone. And when Sam goes downstairs, the body
is gone, too. But someone has seen Sam, and knows what he’s witnessed. The next twenty-four hours could be his
last.

Living On Hope Street by Demet Divaroren
Kane will do everything he can to save his mother and his little brother Sam from the violence of his father, even
if means becoming a monster himself. Mrs Aslan will protect the boys no matter what-even though her own
family is in pieces. Ada wants a family she can count on, while she faces new questions about herself. Mr Bailey
is afraid of the refugees next door, but his worst fear will take another form. And Gugulethu is just trying to make
a life away from terror. On this street, everyone comes from different places, but to find peace they will have to
discover what unites them.

Towers Falling by Jewell Parker Rhodes
“I still don’t understand. How can ‘history be alive’?
The people in those towers are dead. It happened long ago. “Not so long’, says Miss Garcia. “Fifteen years.”
“I wasn’t even born. Why should I care?” Miss Garcia doesn’t like my question. Her face is rigid. I’m not trying
to be a smart mouth. “A good question, Deja,’ says Miss Garcia, her voice trembling. “Why should anybody
care?”

Amina’s Voice by Hena Khan
Don’t you think it’s strange?” I finally say as Emily walks away. I’m embarrassed and feel petty, but I can’t stop
the words that are rattling around in my head from coming out. “What do you mean?” Soojin asks, “All of a sudden Emily is acting like she wants to be best friends with you or something.” “She’s not so bad, Amina.” Soojin
puts on her new, mature middle-schooler voice. “Maybe you should give her a chance.”
“What for?” I want to ask, but I don’t have the nerve. Every time I say something about Emily, I get the same feeling of disapproval from Soojin even though I’m not the one acting different. We’ve both felt the same way about
Emily for so long. And I still feel the same.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

URGENT
PLEASE READ
A number of families have still failed to complete an Application to Travel 2017 or have outstanding fees.
As mentioned in previous newsletters, these students will no longer be able to travel via the Diamond
Valley College Bus Network until they have completed an Application or paid the appropriate fee where
necessary. These procedures are applicable to ALL travellers both eligible and fare paying.
Due to the legal and safety requirements of the Department of Education and PTV, parents/ guardians are
now required to make alternative travel arrangements for their child.
If you are unsure if this decision affects your family or if you have any queries, please contact Roz, the bus
co-ordinator as soon as possible on 9438 1411.

TERM 3 FEES ARE DUE
BY FRIDAY 30 JUNE 2017
SEWING FOR NEPAL
This is a call for support for women in our world who are less fortunate than us.
The Seven Women Organisation helps women in rural and remote mountain
villages in Nepal.
As part of their work many Australian women are working in ‘chapters’ (groups)
making sanitary pads and holders for women in these places as far as Cambodia.
These women do not have access to sanitary pads and due to the fact that there is
no landfill, pads are not used, as well as not having the money to buy them
anyway.
Out wonderful, big hearted canteen lady Annie and her trusty band of friends and canteen helpers are holding a Sewing
for Nepal Day on Thursday 5 October 2017 and we are looking for donations of items and support.
The day will be held in the Textile Room at Diamond Valley College from 10:00am – 2:00pm.
The aim of the day is to complete 70 bags to go to these women as soon as they are completed. The bags will be given to
them at no cost so as you can imagine there will be a lot of work to do.
Each bag is made of cotton with a drawstring and inside each one there is:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 pad holders
8 handmade pads
A small face towel or face washer
2 pair of cotton knickers
A small bar of soap
A plastic washbag to wash their things in 240mm x 340mm
All of these items are enclosed in another zip top plastic bag 240mm x 340mm

The making of this bag and its contents is a lot of work and this is where we are asking for your support and help. We
need donations of knickers and face washers which can be left with Annie in the canteen. If you could make it on the day
it would be greatly appreciated, it is a fun day for such a worthy cause and lunch will be provided.
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COMMUNITY NOTICES
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